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Have you ever had numerous occasions whenever you wish to combine some MP4 files into 1 big
file or split a sizable MP4 files into a number of parts?This guide will show you how you can merge
MP4 files mac and split MP4 files with an all-in-one MP4 merger and splitter, that's Video Editing
Software for Mac.

MP4 Joiner for Mac is among the greatest Mac video joiners or mergers within the software program
globe, that is particularly developed for MP4 format video file. With this MP4 video joining software
program Mac, you are able to combine unlimited video segments into a sizable and total video file
with out any interruption on Mac OS.

iOrgSoft Mac MP4 joiner is a video editor to assist automatically merge MP4 files with out altering
video high quality.

Mac MP4 joiner can also be will permit you to customize your video joins by adding effects like fade-
in and fade-out transitions. In addition, you might also edit your video's bitrate, frame rate, and video
and audio qualities like aspect ratio to be able to produce the right video. The plan also comes with
its personal built-in player which will in turn offer a really fine expertise in video joining on Mac OS.

How to join MP4 files on Mac with MP4 Joiner Mac?

Step 1. Totally free Download and run MP4 joiner for mac software

It is clearly totally free and completely secure to install and run iOrgSoft MP4 joiner for mac
Following operating it, you'll see the primary interface.

Step two. Click "Add" to import MP4 files.

Click on "Add" button, it'll open a window, browse the MP4 files you wish to Join/combine. Click
open. You are able to choose a number of files simultaneously to import.

Step three: Set output format and output path

Choose an output format within the drop-down list subsequent to "Profile" filed. Setup the directory
to shop the joined video within the "Destination" filed on the bottom.

Step4: Join MP4 files into 1 file

Verify "Merge into 1 file" choice to join/merge/combine MP4 files in file list, then click the bended
arrow button to begin joining.

Step5: Click large "Start" button in the bottom from the Window

Begin to join/merge/combine a number of MP4 files into 1 file, then Click "Open" on the bottom
middle to locate the joined film files.
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Mina - About Author:
iOrgSoft a MP4 joiner for mac makes it easy for mac users to a join MP4 video files  (SD and HD)
into one file and convert to popular video formats with great quality.
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